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(57) Abstract: A LED circuit comprises an array of LEDs is arranged in a matrix. The matrix is connected to at least three power rail
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and a second LED arrangement (36) between the second power rail line (32) and a third power rail line (30) of the same voltage aso the first power rail line. This means there are alternating power rail lines interspersed with the matrix of LEDs. This enables the driv -
ing voltages to be kept low and it improves scalability of the design.



Topology of distributing and connecting LEDs in a large area matrix

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a low-cost and efficient topology for distributing and

connecting LEDs in a large area matrix. By large area matrix is meant an array of LEDs

spread over an area, for example an array of at least tens of LEDs, but more typically

hundreds or even thousands.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

LED lighting applications can be made by combining a large number of low

power, medium power, or even high power LEDs in a large-area matrix. This matrix will

consist of a large number of LEDs in a parallel and series configuration.

It is known to form such a matrix of LEDs in which the LEDs are connected

and powered by wires instead of an expensive PCB.

Fig. 1 shows a known arrangement in which an array of LEDs is connected by

wires in a grid. A single high voltage rail 10 and a single low voltage rail 1 supply power to

the LEDs 14. The LEDs are arranged in a regular matrix in rows and columns. The columns

of LEDs have their anodes connected together and their cathodes connected together, with

column lines. Thus, each column comprises a set of LEDs in parallel. There is a chain of

these columns in series between the voltage rails.

An equivalent circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2 . The LEDs 14 are arranged

as a series connection of columns 20. Each column 20 comprises a set of parallel LEDs 14.

Note that each LED 14 can itself comprise a package containing several LEDs in series on in

parallel.

If there are N columns 20, the voltage between the voltage rails 10, 12 needs

to be N times the LED forward bias voltage drop (of for example 3V). The current to be

delivered by the power supply is a function of the total number of LEDs.

The design is scalable, and can even be cut to size by shortening the column

length. The mesh arrangement shown in Fig. 1 enables all the LEDs to be connected into the

circuit with no overlapping wires and with only a single connection to each voltage rail.



The invention addresses the problem that a high voltage is needed if many

LEDs are connected in series. For large values of N, the required voltage can become

dangerous or can require expensive high-voltage insulation measures. The driving voltage

may even exceed the mains voltage.

In order to scale the design, additional rows of LED can be added (so that each

column 20 has a greater number of parallel diodes). For each additional row (of N diodes), a

dedicated power supply has to be used, in order to deliver the required constant current. The

required current depends on the number of LEDs in the mesh.

Thus, although the design in Fig. 1 is scalable, different scaling will require a

different power source, which complicates the scaling of the design.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to the invention, there is provided a circuit and method as defined

in the independent claims.

According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided an LED circuit,

comprising:

an array of LEDs or LED packages arranged in a matrix, with each LED or

LED package connected within the matrix by connecting wires, and the matrix connected to

voltage rails,

wherein the voltage rails connect to at least three power rail lines distributed

across the area of the matrix,

wherein the LEDs or LED packages are formed as:

a first LED arrangement between a first power rail line and a second, adjacent,

power rail line;

a second LED arrangement between the second power rail line and a third

power rail line of the same voltage as the first power rail line, the third power rail line

adjacent the second power rail line and on the opposite side of the second power rail line

compared to the first power rail line.

In this design, the LEDs are arranged in sections between successive pairs of

power rail lines - rather than all between a single pair of voltage rails. In this way, the

driving voltage can be kept low and tuned to an optimum value (optimum from the point of

view of energy consumption, cost, and safety for example). The LED arrangements have

their anodes connected to a higher voltage power rail line and their cathodes connected to a

lower voltage power rail line, so that the different sections are arranged with opposite



polarity. By placing the LEDs in sections with different polarity direction, not only is it is

possible to drive the LEDs at a low (i.e. safe) voltage, but a modular approach for the power

supply is also possible. The LED matrix can have arbitrary dimensions. It also allows the

multiple LED arrangements of the matrix to be addressed individually if desired. The LED

arrangements can be in the row or column direction, so that addressing row-by-row, or

column-by-column, is made possible.

There can be a number N of power rail lines and a number N-l of LED

arrangements, each between an adjacent pair of the power rail lines, wherein the adjacent pair

of power rail lines comprises one high power rail line and one low power rail line. In this

way, the design is scalable in two dimensions. The power rail lines alternate in a first

direction (for example a row direction), and the design can be scaled based on the number of

power rail lines, and without changing the power rail line voltages.

The design can also be scaled in the perpendicular direction, by changing how

many LEDs are in each arrangement.

For example, the first LED arrangement can comprise an LED bank between a

first power rail line and a second power rail line, the first LED bank comprising one or more

LEDs in parallel, and the second LED arrangement can comprise a second LED bank

between the second power rail line and the third power rail line, the second LED bank

comprising one or more LEDs in parallel.

The number of LEDs in parallel in each bank can be used to determine the scaling for a fixed

number of power rail lines.

The first LED arrangement can comprise a first plurality of LED banks in

series between the first power rail line and the second power rail line, each bank again

comprising one or more LEDs in parallel, and the second LED arrangement can comprise a

second plurality of LED banks in series between the second power rail line and the third

power rail line, each bank comprising one or more LEDs in parallel.

The number of banks in series between the pair of power rail lines determines

the required voltages. Thus a compromise can be found between the required voltage range

and the number of power rail lines.

Each of the power rail lines can be connected to one of a high voltage rail and

a low voltage rail. Furthermore, all high voltage power rail lines can be connected together

and all low voltage power rail lines can be connected together. This means only one external

high voltage line connection is needed and only one external low voltage line connection is

needed.



A switching arrangement can be provided between each adjacent pair of power

rail lines. This enables a shorting function to be implemented so that the LEDs coupled

between a particular pair of power rail lines can be dimmed or turned off. This can be used

to control the overall output brightness, or even the output colour, if different LEDs have

different colour output. For example, the LEDs of the first LED arrangement can have a

different output colour to the LEDs of the second LED arrangement.

The circuit can further comprise a power source with first and second voltage

lines connected to the LED matrix, with one of the first and second voltage lines connected to

each of the power rail lines. Thus, the power rail lines essentially distribute two voltage lines

across the matrix, so that the matrix can be scaled without changing the voltage line voltages.

A separate power source can be connected to each of the higher voltage power

rail lines, and/or a separate power source can be connected to each of the lower voltage

power rail lines. When the matrix is scaled, power sources can be added/removed as required

without redesigning the remaining power sources. Each of the separate power sources can

have an individually controllable output current, and this can be used to implement local

dimming of locally turning off LEDs.

In another aspect, the invention provides a method of driving an LED circuit,

comprising:

connecting an array of LEDs or LED packages in a matrix, with each LED

connected within the matrix by connecting wires, and the matrix connected to voltage rails

which are connected to at least three power rail lines distributed across the area of the matrix,

wherein the method comprises:

controlling the at least three power rail lines, thereby to drive a first LED

arrangement between a first power rail line and a second, adjacent, power rail line and to

drive a second LED arrangement between the second power rail line and a third power rail

line of the same voltage as the first power rail line, the third power rail line adjacent the

second power rail line and on the opposite side of the second power rail line compared to the

first power rail line.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Examples of the invention will be described in detail with reference to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a known LED matrix;

Fig. 2 shows an equivalent circuit of the LED matrix of Fig. 1;



Fig. 3 shows a first example of an LED circuit of the invention;

Fig. 4 shows an equivalent circuit of the LED matrix of Fig. 3;

Fig. 5 shows a second example of an LED circuit of the invention; and

Fig. 6 shows an equivalent circuit of the LED matrix of Fig. 5 .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The invention provides an LED circuit in which an array of LEDs is arranged

in a matrix. The matrix is connected to at least three power rail lines. The LEDs are formed

as a first LED arrangement between a first power rail line and a second power rail line and a

second LED arrangement between the second power rail line and a third power rail line of the

same voltage as the first power rail line. This means there are alternating power rail lines

interspersed with the matrix of LEDs. This enables the driving voltages to be kept low and it

improves scalability of the design.

A first embodiment according to the invention is shown in Fig. 3 .

The LED circuit again comprises an array of LEDs 14 (or LED packages)

arranged in a matrix, with each LED (or LED package) connected within the matrix by

connecting wires, and the matrix connected to voltage rails 10,12.

The voltage rails connect to power rail lines for the LEDs 14 for supplying

power. The term "power" rail line is simply used to distinguish over the (only) two "voltage"

rails 10,12 to which all the power rail lines connect. A "power rail line" is simply a line to

which a voltage is applied and which is used to deliver power (i.e. current) to the connected

LEDs.

These power rail lines are distributed across the matrix, so that there are at

least three power rail lines, which connect to the two voltage rails 10,12. There are

alternating power rail lines interspersed with the matrix of LEDs. In the example shown,

there are three (higher voltage) power rail lines 30 connected to the high voltage rail 10 and

three (lower voltage) power rail lines 32 connected to the low voltage rail 12. The LEDs are

formed as separate LED arrangements between adjacent power rail lines, wherein the

adjacent power rail lines are one higher voltage power rail line and one lower voltage power

rail line.

At the lower limit, the invention can be implemented with three power rail

lines, for example the first two high power rail lines 30 to the left in Fig. 3 and the first low

power rail line 32. In this case, there is only a first LED arrangement 34 between a first

power rail line 30 and a second power rail line 32 and a second LED arrangement 36 between



the second power rail line 32 and a third power rail line 30 of the same voltage as the first

power rail line.

Each LED arrangement can at the limit be a single LED. It can instead be an

LED packages which may include multiple LEDs. It can also be a series line of LEDs or

LED packages, a parallel bank of LEDs or LED packages, or a series lines of parallel banks

(as in Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 shows an example where each LED arrangement has banks of 2 LEDs

in parallel, and there are 3 such banks in series. Thus, the LEDs of each LED arrangement

are placed in a 2*3 matrix: 2 in the parallel direction and 3 in the series direction.

For an LED voltage drop of 3V, by this approach the driving voltage is fixed

to 3*3V=9V. For the normal configuration with the topology as shown in Fig. 1, this would

be 15*3V=45V.

The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 4 .

This arrangement enables the matrix to be scaled in dimension in both

orthogonal directions. In the example shown in Fig. 3, the power rail lines run in the column

direction and they alternate in polarity in the row direction.

In this case, the matrix can be scaled in the row direction by increasing or

decreasing the number of power rail lines. The matrix can be scaled in the column direction

by increasing or decreasing the number of LEDs in parallel in each bank of the LED

arrangements 34,36.

This scaling enables the matrix to be made as large as desired while still

keeping the same driving voltage.

Of course, the larger the matrix, the larger the driving current. However, this

can be achieved by simply starting from a driving supply with a fixed driving voltage range

and fixed driving current range, and using as many of these supplies as needed to power the

whole array. Thus, the number of a fixed design of driving supply can simply be correlated

to the number of power rail lines 30,32.

This provides a modular approach which avoids the need to stitch separate

matrices. This facilitates manufacturing of the array, for example allowing a continuous roll-

to-roll manufacturing process instead of a more expensive batch process.

A second embodiment according to the invention is shown in Fig. 5, with the

equivalent circuit in Fig. 6 .



The matrix layout is conceptually the same. However, the power rail lines

30,32 run in the row direction, and each LED arrangement 34,36 comprises a bank of three

parallel LEDs.

The matrix is again scalable in two directions. The row direction scaling

involves changing the number of LEDs in each parallel bank, whereas the column direction

scaling involves changing the number of power rail lines.

Figs. 5 and 6 are used to show that by running the power rail lines in the row

direction, it is possible to allow for row-by-row switching or dimming of rows. Of course,

with a 90 degree rotation, column-by-column control is possible.

In the layout shown in Figs. 5 and 6, each row of LEDs can be addressed

individually. This is enabled by using a switch 50 such as a transistor between each adjacent

pair of power rail lines. This can be used to fully or partially short-circuit the power supply

responsible for a particular row. A constant-current supply will then drive current through

the shorting transistor. Alternatively, a switch can be placed in series with each power

supply. For this option, referring to Fig. 5, there are several sub-options:

(i) Each power rail line 30 for the high power rail (labelled with +) can be

switched between a 0 and + state (and states in between for dimming). This means that two

rows can be switched at a time to a dimmed of off state.

(ii) All power rail lines 30 and 32 can be switched between a 0 and + state

(and states in between for dimming). This means that an individual rows can be switched on

or dimmed, in addition to the two-row control of (i) above.

It is also possible to make each row (or group of rows) emit light with a

different colour.

Fig. 5 shows the odd rows of LEDs of one colour (shown grey in the figure.)

and the even rows of another colour (shown white in the figure).

For example, the even rows can emit warm white and the odd rows emit cool-

white. Using row-by-row addressing, the whole matrix can be controlled to emit on average

light having any colour between that of warm white and cool-white. Dynamic patterns can

also be created along the row or column direction (depending on the configuration of the

power rail lines).

The invention can be applied in large area LED arrays for numerous

applications such as for example office lighting.

The LEDs can be of known design, and for this reason they have not been

described in detail. They comprise discrete packaged components to which the wire



connections can be made. The matrix of wires and LEDs can be encapsulated in a

transparent membrane.

The matrix of wires and LEDs can also be laminated to a flexible substrate

such as a canvas or carpet. The wires can be conducting wires that are weaved into a textile.

In the examples shown, the two voltage rails are shown as "+" and "-" or "+"

and "0". All that is needed is a voltage difference in order to suitably bias the LEDs. Thus,

the actual voltages are not relevant- they may both be positive or both be negative.

As mentioned above, the power rail lines are distributed across the area of the

matrix.

In the example of Fig. 3, the power rail lines alternate between the two

voltages in the row direction, and the power rail lines run essentially in the column direction.

Thus, from left to right (i.e. in the row direction) there are evenly spaced power rail lines

alternating in polarity. To avoid crossovers, the power rail lines of one polarity extend up to

connect to one of the voltage rail lines, and the power rail lines of the other polarity extend

down to connect to the other of the voltage rail lines.

In the example of Fig. 5, the power rail lines alternate between the two

voltages in the column direction, and the power rail lines run essentially in the row direction.

Thus, from top to bottom (i.e. in the column direction) there are evenly spaced power rail

lines alternating in polarity.

In general, the power rail lines are distributed substantially uniformly across

the matrix area. By "substantially uniformly" is meant "uniformly if edge influences are

ignored". This means that the matrix can be cut to size. The designs of Fig. 3 and Fig. 5 can

each be cut to size in the row and column directions.

Each LED 14 shown in the Figs can be an LED package of one or more

LEDs.

As explained above, the invention at the limit can use only three power rail

lines. However, there are preferably at least 4 power rail lines, and more preferably 10 or

more, for example more than 20. The more power rail lines, the more ability to tailor the size

of the matrix.

Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be understood and effected

by those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed invention, from a study of the drawings,

the disclosure, and the appended claims. In the claims, the word "comprising" does not

exclude other elements or steps, and the indefinite article "a" or "an" does not exclude a

plurality. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different dependent



claims does not indicate that a combination of these measured cannot be used to advantage.

Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the scope.



CLAIMS

1. An LED circuit, comprising:

an array of LEDs (14) or LED packages arranged in a matrix, with each LED

or LED package connected within the matrix by connecting wires, and the matrix connected

to voltage rails,

wherein the voltage rails connected to at least three power rail lines distributed

across the area of the matrix,

wherein the LEDs or LED packages are formed as:

a first LED arrangement (34) between a first power rail line (30) and a second,

adjacent, power rail line (32);

a second LED arrangement (36) between the second power rail line (32) and a

third power rail line (30) of the same voltage as the first power rail line, the third power rail

line adjacent the second power rail line and on the opposite side of the second power rail line

compared to the first power rail line.

2 . A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the LED arrangements have their

anodes connected to a higher voltage power rail line and their cathodes connected to a lower

voltage power rail line.

3 . A circuit as claimed in claim 1, comprising a number N of power rail lines and

a number N-l of LED arrangements (34,36), each between an adjacent pair of the power rail

lines (30,32), wherein the adjacent pair of power rail lines comprise one high voltage power

rail line and one low voltage power rail line.

4 . A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein:

the first LED arrangement (34) comprises an LED bank between a first power

rail line and a second power rail line, the first LED bank comprising one or more LEDs in

parallel;



the second LED arrangement (36) comprises a second LED bank between the

second power rail line and the third power rail line, the second LED bank comprising one or

more LEDs in parallel.

5 . A circuit as claimed in claim 4, wherein:

the first LED arrangement (34) comprises a first plurality of LED banks in

series between the first power rail line and the second power rail line, each bank comprising

one or more LEDs in parallel;

the second LED arrangement (36) comprises a second plurality of LED banks

in series between the second power rail line and the third power rail line, each bank

comprising one or more LEDs in parallel.

6 . A circuit as claimed in claim 5, wherein each bank comprises two or more

LEDs in parallel.

7 . A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the power rail lines is

connected to one of a high voltage line and a low voltage line.

8. A circuit as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a switching arrangement

(50) provided between each adjacent pair of power rail lines (30,32).

9 . A circuit as claimed in claim 1, further comprising a power source with first

and second voltage lines connected to the LED matrix, with one of the first and second

voltage lines connected to each of the power rail lines.

10. A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein each of the power rail lines comprise

either a higher voltage power rail line or a lower voltage power rail line, and wherein a

separate power source is connected to each of the higher voltage power rail lines, and/or a

separate power source is connected to each of the lower voltage power rail lines.

11. A circuit as claimed in claim 10, each of the separate power sources has an

individually controllable output current.



12. A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein each power rail line extends outside

the LED matrix for connection to a power supply.

13. A circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the LEDs of the first LED

arrangement (34) have a different output colour to the LEDs of the second LED arrangement

(36).

14. A method of driving an LED circuit, comprising:

connecting an array of LEDs or LED packages in a matrix, with each LED

connected within the matrix by connecting wires, and the matrix connected to voltage rails

which are connected to at least three power rail lines distributed across the area of the matrix,

wherein the method comprises:

controlling the at least three power rail lines (30,32), thereby to drive a first

LED arrangement between a first power rail line and a second, adjacent, power rail line and

to drive a second LED arrangement between the second power rail line and a third power rail

line of the same voltage as the first power rail line, the third power rail line adjacent the

second power rail line and on the opposite side of the second power rail line compared to the

first power rail line.
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